Superior Wet Rooms
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Five-star
luxury
from AKW
Wet Rooms
Our extensive range of wet room
products helps you to create the
perfect wet room for every budget
and situation.
Enjoy superior hotel style luxury in
your own home, with the confidence
that you’ve used the same ‘best
in class’ formers, tanking kits and
wastes that have been used in the
world’s finest wet rooms.

+ 100% watertight reliability
+ Stylish, luxurious and affordable
+ Ideal for all the family
+ Perfect for small rooms
+ Suitable upstairs and downstairs
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The complete
wet room solution
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PERFECT FOR HOME

A wet room for
the whole family
Wet rooms are the ultimate in
practical living for all the family.
Easy to clean surfaces throughout,
100% watertight and completely
level access make them perfect
for all the family, from toddlers to
grandparents.
A wet room maximises available
space, upstairs and downstairs, and
can add value and contemporary
style to your home, which you’ll
enjoy for years to come.
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PEACE OF MIND

Our promise
to you
Wet rooms have featured in
top-class hotels and interior design
magazines for many years and it’s
now easier and more affordable
than ever to install one at home.
AKW has over 1 million satisfied
customers worldwide and our
products are used in over 35,000
wet room installations every year!
We offer lifetime guarantees on
many of our products, giving you
the reassurance that has made
us the market-leader.
Unlike most bathrooms, wet rooms
are 100% watertight, making them
risk free for families, ideal anywhere
in the home and ‘future-proof’.
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Wet room
FAQs
Hard to install?
Using our instant FormSafe® tanking
kit, you can create a wet room that
will last a lifetime in less than a day!

Are wet rooms safe?
Professionally installed wet rooms
give the added reassurance that the
AKW products used have a lifetime
guarantee* and are significantly more
watertight than a regular bathroom.

Small bathrooom?
Wet rooms are ideal for smaller
rooms. By removing the bath, a wet
room maximises available floor
space to create a light, airy and open
shower area.

Will it add value to my house?
Increasingly buyers are seeking
contemporary style and developers
are ‘future-proofing’ homes with
‘bathroom for life’ wet rooms. They
look great and they’re perfect for the
whole family.

Why AKW?
The numbers speak for themselves.
Over 28 years in the business,
1 million satisfied customers,
35,000 wet room installations per
year and the widest range of stylish,
practical and affordable wet room
products on the market to suit every
situation and budget.
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WET ROOM FORMERS

For the ultimate in style, the TriForm®
combines stunning design with incredible
strength and reliability.
The discreet linear waste is reversible. One side
can be tiled to match the surrounding floor and
the reverse is stainless steel, or choose the
decorative cover for the perfect feature highlight.
It is embedded at exactly the same level as
the tiles for completely level showering and
provides superb drainage of up to 78 litres per
minute, making it ideal for luxuriously intense
high-volume drench showers.

TriForm reversible stainless steel waste cover
(tiled side)
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Features
+ Hand-made, hand-finished.
Superior quality.
+ Q
 uick draining. Perfect for
drench showers.
+ Ideal for luxury thick tiles up to 25mm
+ Lifetime guarantee for
ultimate reassurance
+ Choose from three attractive
waste covers

TriForm reversible stainless steel waste cover
(stainless steel side)

TriForm decorative stainless steel waste cover
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WET ROOM FORMERS

SureForm is affordable, strong and available in
a wide range of size options.
SureForm is highly adaptable and means that
every home can enjoy the superior style and
luxury that a wet room provides.
Constructed from solid glass reinforced plastic,
it is strong enough to fit straight onto joists,
saving time and money.
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Features
+ Made from extra tough Glass Reinforced
Plastic (GRP)
+ Super strong single piece construction
+ F
 ixes straight onto joists saving time
and money
+ 20-year guarantee for peace of mind

WET ROOM FORMERS

Our incredible DuraForm range makes creating
a wet room more affordable than ever.
Constructed from remarkably strong extruded
polystyrene sandwiched between concrete and
fibreglass, it is lightweight, easy to handle and
easily cut to size.
Seven different sizes and a load capacity of 25
stone /158kg make DuraForm one of the most
adaptable wet room formers on the market.

Features
+ Incredibly lightweight
+ T
 he most affordable former
on the market
+ Easily supports up to 25 stone/158kg
 an be easily cut to size for a
+ C
completely bespoke wet room
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HEART OF A WET ROOM

Create your perfect
wet room
At the heart of the perfect wet room is the
unbeatable quality, reliability and reassurance
offered by AKW wet room products.
Our TriForm, DuraForm and SureForm wet
room formers offer the widest selection of size
and price options on the market and provide a rock
solid foundation for your wet room. They work
seamlessly with all our tanking and ultra-stylish
waste kits to give you 100% watertight peace of
mind, while our underfloor heating systems provide
the final touch of 5-Star luxury.

A WET ROOM FORMER
Superior construction methods and materials are used
in all AKW formers to provide absolute peace of mind
and the foundation for the perfect wet room.

A WET ROOM FORMER

Our formers provide the perfect gradient to ensure
optimal drainage and a highly durable and solid
foundation for tiling over.
B WASTE KIT

Contemporary styling and high flow-rate drainage are
assured with our TriForm linear waste and the sleek
wastes used with our SureForm and DuraForm formers.
C TANKING KIT

AKW has tanking kits to suit every budget and provide
industrial strength waterproofing, including FormSafe
which is ready for tiling as soon as it’s fitted.
D

UNDERFLOOR HEATING (Optional)

AKW’s underfloor heating systems provide an affordable
touch of luxury. Economical to run, programmable and
quick to warm-up, they provide ultimate comfort.
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B WASTE KIT
AKW’s waste kits are designed to work in perfect
harmony with our wet room formers for optimal
drainage, ease of installation and complete reliability.

C TANKING KIT
Our tanking kits make your wet room 100% watertight
and with a range of options, from paint-on to membrane
systems, can be ready to tile immediately.

D UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Underfloor heating is an optional extra but is an
affordable and economical way to add an impressive
touch of luxury to any wet room.

Our wet room formers have a built-in gradient to ensure that
water drains away efficiently and provide a durable foundation
for your choice of floor tiles.

HOW IT ALL
FITS TOGETHER
A Wet room former

C

B Waste kit

B

C Tanking kit
D Underfloor heating

(Optional)

C

A

C
D

Watch the videos
akw-ltd.co.uk/videos
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WET ROOM FORMERS

Product Features

Guarantee*

10 Year

20 Year

Lifetime† (25 Year)

25 stone/158kg

25 stone/158kg

40 stone/254kg

Size options

7 sizes

8 sizes

5 sizes

Composition

Extruded polystyrene with
2mm concrete/fibreglass facing

GRP

Hand laid GRP
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43 / 70 / 78

Weight load (wooden floor)
Suitable for wooden
and solid floors
Can be fixed straight onto joists
No underboarding required

Trimmable to size
Reversible tiled/steel waste
Drains (litres per minute††)
Off-set waste to avoid joists
Can be used with tiles up to 25mm
Completely level access
100% recyclable
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WET ROOM PERFECTION

Tanking kits
Part of enjoying a wet room is being
confident that it is 100% watertight.
AKW’s paint-on and membrane
tanking kits work in perfect harmony
with our formers and wastes to
completely seal the floor and walls,
providing the foundation of your
perfect wet room.

Mapegum: Paint-on tanking kit.
Ready to tile in 24 hours.
Code: 21320

Mapelastic AquaDefense:
Ready to tile in 4 hours.
Code: 21323

FormSafe Tanking Kit:
Ready to tile immediately and life of tile† guarantee.
Code: 23610
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WET ROOM PERFECTION

Waste kits
A wet room is as individual as you are,
so express yourself with a wide choice
of waste and cover options that offer
the ultimate in practicality and
contemporary style.
Waste trap comes in four sizes: 19mm,
50mm, 90mm and low depth 90mm.
**

Select from the options available
with your chosen former and
from a gravity fed or pumped
waste. Finally, choose
the perfect cover to
complement the look.
TriForm’s reversible linear waste
drains up to 78 litres per minute.

Waste cover for
DuraForm and SureForm.

Accessories
DURABOARD
Using our versatile wet room construction
board, installers can create highly bespoke
wet room structures such as integral
vanity units and seating areas.
It can also be used to board out
floors and walls and is made
of the same high
strength lightweight
material as our
DuraForm formers.
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WET ROOM PERFECTION

Heating
For that added level of luxury
install electric underfloor heating
in your wet room. Programmable,
thermostatically controlled and quick
to warm-up, it’s a touch of comfort
you’ll come to love.
Enhance the experience with one of
our chrome towel rails to keep your
towels beautifully dry and your wet
room at the perfect temperature, using
electric or central heating.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

40 stone/254kg
load capacity

Highly adaptable
cut-out waste holes

Fixes straight
onto joists

GRP composition

Installer features
+ Lifetime* (25 year) guarantee

+ Unique hand laid GRP composition

+ 5 sizes and 4 waste options

+ Trimmable for extra versatility

+ Load capacity of 40 stone/254kg

+ Reversible stainless steel/tiled waste cover

+ Drains up to 78 litres per minute††

+ Highly adaptable cut-out waste holes

+ Fixes onto joists – no underboarding

+ Use with tiles up to 25mm thick

Available sizes:

900 x 900mm
Code: 21205
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1000 x 1000mm
Code: 21206

Waste drains:

Waste covers:

GW19: 25125
GW50: 25126
GW90: 25120
LDGW90: 25404

Reversible
stainless steel cover
6-16mm tiles: 21213
16-25mm tiles: 21214

www.akw-ltd.co.uk/wetrooms

900 x 1200mm
Code: 21209

1200 x 1200mm
Code: 21208

Decorative
stainless steel cover
6-16mm tiles: 21215
16-25mm tiles: 21216

820 x 1320mm
Code: 21207

Watch the videos
akw-ltd.co.uk/videos

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

25 stone/158kg
load capacity

Trimmable for
extra versatility

Fixes straight
onto joists

GRP composition

Installer features
+ GRP composition

+ Suitable for wooden and solid floors

+ Trimmable for extra versatility

+ 8 size and 2 waste options

+ 20-year guarantee

+ Fixes onto joists – no underboarding

+ Load capacity of up to 25 stone/158kg

Available sizes:

If ordering
excluding
waste, please
order waste
and cover
separately:
Waste drains:

900 x 900mm
Code: 21310 (exc. waste)
Code: 22392 (inc. waste)

1300 x 820mm
Code: 21314 (exc. waste)
Code: 22396 (inc. waste)

1000 x 1000mm
Code: 21311 (exc. waste)
Code: 22393 (inc. waste)

1400 x 900mm
Code: 21315 (exc. waste)
Code: 22397 (inc. waste)

1135 x 770mm
Code: 21312 (exc. waste)
Code: 22394 (inc. waste)

1200 x 1200mm
Code: 21313 (exc. waste)
Code: 22395 (inc. waste)

1500 x 820mm
Code: 21316 (exc. waste)
Code: 22398 (inc. waste)

GW19: 25125
GW50: 25126
Waste cover:
SFWA: 25433

1800 x 820mm
Code: 21317 (exc. waste)
Code: 22399 (inc. waste)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

25 stone/158kg
load capacity

Easily cut
to size

Extruded polystyrene
core with 2mm concrete
and fibreglass facing

Installer features
+ Extruded polystyrene core with

+ 10-year guarantee
+ Load capacity of 25 stone/158kg

2mm concrete and fibreglass facing
+ Easily cut to size

(requires underboarding)

+ Lightweight and easy to handle

+ Use with GW19 or GW50 wastes**

+ Off-set waste avoids joists

and SFWA waste cover

Available sizes:

900 x 900mm
Code: 21300 (exc. waste)
Code: 22385 (inc. waste)

1000 x 1000mm
Code: 21301 (exc. waste)
Code: 22386 (inc. waste)

1200 x 900mm
Code: 21302 (exc. waste)
Code: 22387 (inc. waste)

1200 x 1200mm
Code: 21303 (exc. waste)
Code: 22388 (inc. waste)

If ordering
excluding
waste, please
order waste
and cover
separately:
Waste drains:
GW19: 25125
GW50: 25126

1300 x 800mm
Code: 21304 (exc. waste)
Code: 22389 (inc. waste)
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1500 x 800mm
Code: 21305 (exc. waste)
Code: 22390 (inc. waste)

1800 x 900mm
Code: 21306 (exc. waste)
Code: 22391 (inc. waste)

Waste cover:
SFWA: 25433

About
AKW
From a small Worcestershire
business, AKW has grown to become
the UK’s market-leader and an
international operation with:
+ 250+ trained staff
+ 1 million+ satisfied customers
+ World-class manufacturing
facilities
+ Our own 40+ vehicle fleet
providing door to door service
+ Two national distribution
warehouses covering
100,000 sq. feet
+ 60+ sales and technical
experts nationwide
Choice, competitive pricing and
first-class customer service make
AKW the brand of choice for clients
across the UK and abroad.

AKW (AKW Medi-Care Limited) is so confident in the superior quality and longevity of its wet room range that we offer
a Lifetime Guarantee against faulty materials or manufacture on many of our products (see our website for full terms
and conditions). This includes TriForm (Lifetime Guarantee / 25 years) and FormSafe (Life of tile guarantee†) and our
other products offer market-leading guarantees, quality and affordability. We are proud to have achieved ISO 9001
Quality Management and ISO 14001 Environmental Management accreditations and to have been certified by all the
major industry bodies. AKW holds and maintains a large portfolio of intellectual property in the UK, EU and US. Details
of product protection are available in the main catalogue and listed in product instructions. AKW does not hesitate to
undertake rigorous protection, defence and maintenance of its intellectual property assets worldwide.
AKW®, TriForm® and FormSafe® are registered trademarks. MAPEI is a registered trademark of Mapei S.p.A
See website for full terms & conditions/details.
Product is protected by Patent GB2418355
†
Re-waterproofing will be required if tiles are changed.
†† 
Maximum flow rates achieved under controlled laboratory test conditions.
You must consult with a qualified installer to ensure adequate performance for your installation.

BS EN ISO 9001:2000 Cert No. 7878
Shower and bathroom equipment

*

**
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Orders & Quotes
01905 823 299
orders@akw-ltd.co.uk
General Enquiries
01905 823 298
sales@akw-ltd.co.uk
Technical Enquiries
01905 560 219
technicalenquiries@akw-ltd.co.uk
AKW
Pointon Way, Hampton Lovett
Droitwich Spa, WR9 0LR
www.akw-ltd.co.uk/wetrooms
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